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'I was on the edge of my seat' - Sreya, age 10
'Amazing, interesting and surprising' - Ishaq, age 9
'I learned about Tudor life' - Isobel, age 10

Join Zula and Milo on a thrilling adventure as they find themselves unexpectedly 
stuck in the dangerous world of Tudor London on the trail of a mysterious silk thief. 
This book is perfect for engaging and entertaining children aged 7 and up, who 
enjoy WONDERSCAPE by Jennifer Belle and the LIZZIE AND BELLE MYSTERIES series.
When Zula’s aunt's antique bathtub turns out to be a Time Machine, she and her 
best friend Milo find themselves trapped 400 years in the past.  Excited at the 
chance to show her history teacher there are Black people in Britain’s past, she chance to show her history teacher there are Black people in Britain’s past, she 
pulls Milo deeper and deeper into the dangerous world of Tudor London. History is 
about to get real in ways Zula never imagined. 

Will Zula prove her teacher wrong and get herself and Milo safely back to their 
own time? 
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The next book in the Time Tub Travellers series will be launching in Spring 2025
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